Bushing Data:
- Rated Voltage only DC (pole - earth) 500 kV
- Rated Voltage only AC (phase - earth) 430 kV
- Combined voltages evaluated on request
- Dry power frequency, 1 min 50 Hz 750 kV
- Switching Impulse (Dry) 1475 kV
- Dry Lightning Impulse 1800 kV
- Combined voltages evaluated on request
- DC withstand voltage 2 h 930 kV
- Polarity reversal 700 kV
- Rated current (50Hz), oil (daily mean 90ºC) & ambient air 60ºC 3000 A
- Creepage Distance, minimum 7000 mm
- Mass 2550 kg

Ordering Data:
- BUSHING
  - 1ZSC026500-HCB Test rop HV Composite
  - 1ZSC096631-AC-B Outer terminal M2 (mm)
  - 1ZSC096657-HAB Copper terminal M2 (mm)
- DRAW ROD SYSTEM
  - 1ZSC097000-AAB Lower draw rod Standard
  - On request Lower draw rod Additional joint H1
  - 1ZSC097000-ABL Upper draw rod Standard
  - On request Upper draw rod Additional joint H1
- CORONA SHIELD
  - 1ZSC091004-COO Standard
  - 1ZSC091004-ACU On request

Note 1) Maximum length for grounded parts
Note 2) Maximum allowed torque (torsion) on outer terminal: 250 Nm